You tell stories all the time. Some are true' and some are invented.
Some are about others, and some are aboutyou. A true story that tells about
something that has happened in your own life is called a personal narrative.
Here is a sample writing prompt for a personal narrative.
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Read this personal narrative, which was written in response to the prompt.
Then read the WritingTips to learn more about personal narratives.

riti n g Ti ps ffi;:'*i',i*..
My Green Thumb
Last spring, I planted my first vegetable garden all by
myself. First, I drew a picture of my backyard on a sheet
of paper. In one corner, I made a big square and sketched
in rows. Then I wrote down the kinds of vegetables I
would grow.
To make the garden, I hoed the hard dirt. Next, I spread
a layer of rich topsoil that smelled like mushrooms in a damp
woods. Finally, I formed long rows with a shovel and scooped
out quarter-sized holes with a spade. After placing a few seeds
in each hole, I covered the seeds with black dirt. When a seed
packet was empty, I put it on a stick and left it as a label at the
end of the row.
For weeks, I waited patiently. Spring rains fell. Warm sun
heated the ground. Finally, early one morning, I spotted a feu

tiny green shoots.
Nearly every day, I weeded, watered, or fertilized my
garden. I loved spending time in the rows, smelling the fresh
earth, and looking for new growth. By the middle of the
summer, most of my vegetables were ripe. I harvested
cucumbers, green beans, zucchini, and peppers. At the end of
the summer, I picked bright red tomatoes right from the vine.
In early fall, my pumpkins started to appear. They looked
like green balloons on the sprawling vines. I asked Dad to
help me pick one special pumpkin.
"Kyle, how much does this thing weigh?" Dad asked.
He groaned as he helped me lift it.
My pumpkin was so large that Dad suggested I enter it in
the local Harvest Fair. Judges weighed and measured my big
orange pumpkin, and I won aprize. My pumpkin and my
garden made me feel very proud!
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Before you write, use graphic orEflm.fuers to help vourself think about,
gather, and arrange detnils for rnmr F.€m,omnl nrrrative.
The writer of the personal ftNmnti\i-e on Fage 86 might have used
a5 Ws Chart, such as the one hdtfl*"

Who?
What?
Where?
When?

whv?

Kyle (me|, my father
plant a garder\ hruest tfie vegetables,
grow a priz+uir*lg PurnPkin
my backyard gardem
spring, sumrler, erlU fall
I did it mysetf, I eqi@ cttltivating
a galden, I won a prize for my efforts

A 5 Ws Chart belps,usriters
gather details that ansqser these
questions: Who besides tne ,uas
inoo lo ed? What h app ene d?
Where and when did eoents take
place? rYhy it this experience
meaningfiil?

The writer of the personel nerrati{-e on pag€ 86 might also have used a
Time Line such as the one belor. If rou had been the writer, what steps
involved in planting a garden would rou h-ar-e listed? Fill in the time line,
writing the steps in the approp'rinte order. Some stePs may have more than
one part.

A Time Line helps writers keep track of eoents
or stefs and the order in which they happen.
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Read the personal narrative below, which was written
in response to the prompt on page 86. Read the comments
and think about why this story scored a 4.

Stagestruck
Last summer

I went to drama camp. We did voice

exercises, acted in

skits, wrote our own plays, and even designed and sewed simple costumes.
One day Jess my acting coach, announced, "We're going to perform

]" Now itt your turn to help the
writer. Find and fix the errors
. in the writing. Go back to the
s pages in green if you need help.
. 1, Find and fr-r the appositive
that is missing a comma.
See pp. 38-39.

a short play at the end of camp." She handed out copies of Planet Alien.

Quickly, I looked at the cast of characters. Which role would I get?
Would I be an alien child, the maid, the hero, the thief, or the sheriff?
Then Jess assigned the roles.

2.

Find and fr-r the error
subject pronoun use.
See pp. 10-11.

I would play the alien sheriff. I read the

play carefully. To memonze my part, I wrote out my lines on index
cards.

I went over them again

unO ugullbecause

I wanted to be perfect
Lille qivee me a clue about.
whaNLo expect.Thankel

in my first play.

Your

For the next few weeks, my fellow actors and me rehearsed. First,
we rehearsed different scenes. Then we rehearsed the whole play from
start to finish. Finally, we had several dress rehearsals.

I could hardly

The night before our first performance,

I kept hearing my lines echo in my
phen I got into my costume

head. Then

and makeup,

You uee a coneiatent Voinf, of
view and effecf,ive Lransitional
worde l,o connecl ideas.
The realietic detaile and dialoque
makef,he exVerience cometo life.

sleep because

it was the big night.

I really looked like

an alien

sheriff with my antennae, badge, and laser-beam holster. As the lights in
the auditorium dimmed, the audience turned silent. The curtain parted.

"You're on! Go!" hissed the stage manager.

Your lhouqhte and feelinge are
expreoo e d well. I oymV alhize
wif,h your firet-niqht, jif,trere!

Your sentenceg are clear,
compleNe, and varied.
You've organized your narcative

wel|lN has a clear beqinninq,
middle, and endinq. I like Nhe
way you linked the NiIle to

the endin4.

I

strutted to the center of the stage. For a minute,

remember my first line. Then

I

I couldn't

said, "Now hold on there, you.

I'm the law in this town." The audience laughed, I loved it, and I
was stagestruck!

Your elory wae tun
I even learned

abouf, acf,in6,

Io

a lif,tle bit

read.

Readthend
follow. TlnL& *-
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this story scored a 3.
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At the end of sufiIrner
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structure. See pp. a2-at.
Find and fix the sentence fragment.

pp.3a-35.
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hispered the lines.

the

n.- l:i:::s laughed the loudest.
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- yaur o-.cry needed
could

VromVt,
-':re detaile Io really
qrab my in-vereet.You

'ave ueed more dialogue too.

dere' inf,ereet,.

title ihal
G oo

ca?f,ure6

d.

tell the ef,ory coneielently from
your poinf, of view.You could add more
informaf,ion about your lhoughts and
feelinqe to bring your Voinl of view
more eharply inlo focus,lhou4h.
You

akiLe, and audience.You could, however,

re?lace more vaque worde wif,h preciee
onee. For example, uee howled inef,ead

lhis is how I got over my stag:e ins:ii .i,J ;;Lrghr the acting bug.

You followed

rea

You include eVecific worde like throw
named Moe, We

l.rn't want your kind around het
The audience laughed. anri
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.rrors.
See
48-51.
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" 4. Find and fix the two run-on
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sentences. See pp. 40_41.
]
= 5, Find and fr-r the missing quotation
€'* marks. See pp. 56-57.
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ereen makeup.

On opening night,
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costume consisted of a la-re:-

-

it's your turn to help the writer. Find
= Now
and fix the effors in the writing. Go back i:
= to the pages in green if you need help. :i=
= 1, Find and fr-r the error in parallel

of

Iauqhed.

Althouqh you uee a few compound ana
comVlex oenf,encee, moet of your
eenf,encee are 6im?le. Try varyinq your
eenf,ence struature by combining
ohorf. chopVy sentenaes, )ee

Vp.30-31,34-39. ani Lt*45 tor he'p,
The beginninq of your etory ie a bit,
weak, but I love the endinq. Nice job!
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Read the personal narrative and the comments

that follow. Think about why this story scored
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learned things in drama camP. Our
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acting coach taught us stuff. After a few
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weeks. We got parts in a play. We read lines.
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Then we had to practice. The night of the
performance
audience.

I felt scared. Their was a huge

All of my friends were

there and so

were my classmates and my family was in the
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Some of the characters in the play was
aliens. One was a sheriff or some law person
and his
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I played in the play.
My knees was shaking when the curtain
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spoked my lines.

parents laughed.
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to Your 6iory.

You could add more delaile, and you could uee

some dialogue,loo. gee pp.56-57 for help.
gome
of your etory don't follow a lo4ical order'
Varf,e
KeVlace vaque wordo like

precioe worde. eee

atuff and 4otwif'h more

pV, 4-5 and 22-27.

or 7hraeeo
ouch as rn the plaY.)ee pV, a2-a3.
Vary the atruature of your eeni'enaes tor
variely. See pp,44*45.
Avoid ueinq unneaessary wordo

Your ol,ory had a weak beqinninq and
middle. the order of evenf's wae hard f,o
tollow. There weren't enouqh deNails I'o qei

:J
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My coach smiled. My

My friends laughs were even
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could almost not stand up. I was really scared.
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Find and fr-r the incorrect possessive noun'
See pp. 8-9.
Find and fix the sentence that lacks parallel
structure. See pp. 42-43.

went up. I had to go to the center of the stage. I

Then

lrl
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See pp. 1'6-17.

job was to catch humans and aliens

who broke the law and he was the character

Now itt your turn to help the writer. Find and fix
the errors in the writing. Go back to the pages in
green if you need help.
L Find and fix the two sentence fragments'
See pp. 34-35.
3. Find and fr-x the one incorrect homophone'
See pp.28-29.
g, Find and fix the two rambling sentences'
See pp. 40-41.
4. Find and fix the two errors in subject-verb
agreement. See pp. 1,8-21.
5, Find and fix the incorrect past-tense verb'
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Score:

Read the personal narrative and the comments
that follow. Think about why this story scored a 1.
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actors are real talented.

''.c acting classes I learned

a

I s'ant to be an actor someday one time I
lot.
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.-lass did a play.

I was the

,ntiff. From another planet. Some of the krds h mv class was already
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Now it's your turn to help the
writer. Find and fix the errors
in the writing. Go back to the
pages in green if you need help.
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how to make furLnv crr sad t-aces. They learn how to

a stage and using props.

:r .'ir important thing, that

I i-elt

r'.

eek on the stage. What is the

1,

Indent the paragraph.
See pp. 58-59.

2.

Find and fix the adjective
that should be an adverb.
See pp. 26-27.

3.

Find and fi-r the run-on
sentence. See pp. 40-41.

4.

Find and fr-r the fwo
sentence fragments.
See pp. 34-35.

I learnedl I i-ound out that it is hard to learn

:c'. Maybe Ill be a famous actor. \\hen I grgrr'up.
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"cur ef,ory needg a lilte, )'r. .t'. exac*,iy gure whal
a-^:cmVliehmenNyou're proud d,':-v ,,'/ae hard lo follow your
becauee the evenLa vtere ".rixea s2.
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8.
':ur ef,ory ehould focue on a aaieanal accompliehment,
3a6e follaw lhe promVf.
-: develop your ef,ory, add eome characlera and dialoque,

'

':lude a clear chain of evenf,o.
-^y uoing a logical
Vaf,tern d orqanization, euch ae chronological
-'der, lo organize your narralive. ll ie hard, lo f ollow,

":ur main ideas and details ahould be more cloeely
':iabed, 7ee pp. 5B-53 ic: . e :,
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Find and fr-r the two
incorrect homophones.
See pp. 28-29.
Find and fr-r the error in
parallel structure.
See pp. 42-43.
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Find and fr-r the error in
subj ect-verb agreement.
See pp. IB-21..
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an essential clause.
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pp. 52-53.

Find and fr-x the
contraction error.
See pp. 54-55.
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,''e oome transiLional words or phraaee to help readere
::l'ow f,he connecf,iona belween ideaa. 7ee pp.6C-61.
-^y ueinq eome vivid, colorful words lo creaf,e a elronger
-'creeeion of the elory evente, )ee pp.4-5 and,22-27.
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This rubric is based on a point scale of 1 to 4.ltwas used to scort the personal
narratives on pages 88-91. Use this rubric to remember what is important
in personal narratives.
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score of

4

rrrerns that the

A

writer

connects the writing directly to the prompt.
almost always uses the correct forms of words.
almost a-lways uses capitalizatton and punctuation
correctly.
almost always uses clear and complete sentences
and includes sentence vailety.
uses precise words and effective transitional words
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in a general

way.

uses some incorrect forms of words.

makes some errors rn capitahzatton
uses

little sentence variety.
run-on or rambling sentences

rl

uses some

u

uses mostly simple words and few transitional

words.

tells the story from his or her point of view
and is clearly part of the story.
provides many interesting story details, including
thoughts and feelings.
includes dialogue.
begins a new paragraph for each change ofidea

n

creates a title.

*l

or speaker.

J

creates a weak beginning, middie, or ending.
usually tel1s the story from his or her
point of view.
provides few effective story details.
includes little or no dialogue.
may make some paragraphing errors.

score of

J

U
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I

A

3 means that the writer

connects the writing to the prompt.
usually uses the coffect forms of words.
usually uses capitalization and punctuation correctly.
usually uses clear and complete sentences and
includes some sentence variety.
uses some precise words and some transitional
words.
creates a tide that relates generally to the story.
creates a beginning, middle, and ending.
tells the story from his or her point of view.
provides some interesting story details, including
some thoughts and feelings.
includes some
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writer

or punctuation.
I

creates a clear beginning, middle, and ending.

ofidea or speaker,

:

means that the

or sentence fragments

creates an engaging title that relates to the story.

A

f
f
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connects the writing to the prompt

to connect ideas.

J

score of

score of -/ means that the

writer

writing
to the prompt.
uses many incorrect forms of words.
makes many errors tn capitalization or punctuation.
uses almost no sentence variety.
uses many run-on or rambling sentences
or sentence fragments.
uses simple or inappropriate words and very few
transitional words.
creates a weak title or has no title at all.
creates an unclear beginning, middle, or ending.
does not tell the story from his or her point of view
or switches the point of view.
provides weak or confusing story details.
does not include dialogue or uses it incorrecdy.
does not successfully connect the

may make many paragraphing errors.

tllftllt
Now it's your turf, to score some personal narratives. The four personal
narratives on pages 93 and 94 rsere written in response to this prompt.

Read each personal narrative.lVrite a few comments about it and then give
it a score from 1 to -1. Think about what youVe learned in this lesson as you
match each ston'nith its correct score.
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a daY a, a
:arm. Poppy stopped on the $ a\ hrtrme et a store and
:ought some chicken 'nlire . The re st ot u: r', aited in the
:ar. Suddenly, I heard a soti squeakrne sound.
"Mom, what's that noise l" I ;:ked.
"Oh, its nothing," she said. chu"-I'ning. "Better check
-ne springs when we -qet home. Jack.'. she :aid to my

Comments:

:ather.

I forgot about the noise. Squeaking an ar in the trunk.
\ few days later, I raced dounstairs in vieu of the fact
tat it was my birthdar,. I couidnt u air to open mv
:irthday presents. I sau, a cardL'oard L'or that rvasn't
rirapped. I peeked inside and sa,,,,'three rellou'ducklings.
'So that was the squeakingl" I erclairned.

oIsb

{lne time my family went to a farm. \Ie and m1'brother
'-ient on a hayride and milked co\\'s. \\rhen u'e drove
tome, dad maked a stop alon_e the u'ar-. Dusty
:"nd me heard a noise in the trunk. it sounded like rusted
I asked my father u'hat u'e should due. Mom
'prings.
-aughed Dad told us not to \\'orn.. A few days after that,
I ran downstairs on account of the fact that it was my
:irthday. I seen my presents. fu_sht there on top of the
lig table. I opened one bi_s cardboard box. Three ducks
'i ere inside. They were quacking up a storm. Ill never
:orget that birthday gift.

Comments:

:

S::

went to a rarm in the country' we

^rram'y
seen cows and chickens. There was also some horses and

Comments:

sheep. The tractor ride through the fields were the most
funnest. After our day at the farm Dad drove home on a
winding rode. My Brother and me heard a noise' From
the trunk. We asked what it was. Dad said dont wolry
about it. A few days later I got a birthday present my
parents gave me a box of ducks they quacked and
quacked.

%%,

The Surprise in the Trunk
When I was a child, my parents took my brother
and I to a farm. At the end of the day, Pop stopped at a
hardware store near our home. Suddenly, I heard a weird
noise from the back of the car. It was a squeaking noise'
"Did you hear that?" I asked my little brother'
"Hear what?" DustY answered.
"That!" I shouted, hearing the squeaking again'
My mother chuckled. I asked her if something was
wrong with the car, but she just shook her head'
After Pop retumed, I told him about the noise in the
trunk. To me, it sounded like rusty springs on an old toy'
"Don't wony. I'11 take care of it on your birthday," he said'
A few days later, I heard the squeaking noise again'
I raced downstairs and saw a cardboard box' Inside, I
found three fuzzy yellow ducklings quacking in a chorus'
Somehow, my parents had managed to keep my squeaky
birthday present a secret.
-'

Comments:

, rEu?rrrflinmflvF
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vou get to write your own p€rsonal narrative. Use the prompt below.

M

When You Write Your Personal Narrative

Think about what you want to rvrite. Ask yourself
' Who else besides me is inr.olvedi

'
'
'
'

some questions.

Where and when does the ston'take place?
What are the most important e\.ents in the story?
Why was this experlence meaningfirl to me?
How does the story end?

Lrse

graphic organizers to gather and sort the information.

Write your first draft. Be
niddle, and ending.

sure

lour ston'has

a clear beginning,

Read your draft. Use the checklist that vour teacher wili give you
:o review your writing.
I

Edit your story. Make changes until the setting and characters are
;lear and strong and the plot makes sense and is easy to follow.
Proofread your story one last time.

lVrite

a.

ne t copy of your ston' and give it to your partner.

Workwith

a

Partner

Read your partner's personal narrative.

using the rubric on page 92.
Then complete the Partner Comments sheet that your teacher will
;ive you. Tell what you like about the ston'and what you think
-*ould make it better.
Score your partner's storv from 1 to

.1,

Switch papers.

Think about your partner's comments. Read your story again.
llake changes that you think rvill improve your personal narrative.

\lrrite a neat fina1 copv of vour personal narrative.

aking Connectiont

A persona[ narrative is
a form of autobiography,
or writing about your
own [ife. Look at some
autobiographies by wel.[known people such as
Maya Angelou and Anne
Frank to see what kinds
of experiences they
wrote about and how
they wrote about them.

+ Make a scrapbook of
important events in your
[ife. Inctude photographs,
ticket stubs, pictures from
magazines. newspaper
articles, and so on. Write
captions to explain each
item. You can use the
events included in your
scrapbook to spark ideas
for personaI narratives.
Keep a journat. Write

notes about interesting
things that happen to
you during the course
of a day, a week, or a
month. Did you learn
something new? Did you
help someone you know?
Your journal may be
a source of ideas for
future stories.
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